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ABSTRACT
During multiparty meetings, participants can use non-verbal
modalities such as hand gestures to make reference to the
shared environment. Therefore, one hypothesis is that in-
corporating hand gestures can improve coreference identi-
fication, a task that automatically identifies what partici-
pants refer to with their linguistic expressions. To evaluate
this hypothesis, this paper examines the role of hand ges-
tures in coreference identification, in particular, focusing on
two questions: (1) what signals can distinguish communica-
tive gestures that can potentially help coreference identifica-
tion from non-communicative gestures; and (2) in what ways
can communicative gestures help coreference identification.
Based on the AMI data, our empirical results have shown
that the length of gesture production is highly indicative of
whether a gesture is communicative and potentially helpful
in language understanding. Our experiments on the auto-
mated identification of coreferring expressions indicate that
while the incorporation of simple gesture features does not
improve overall performance, it does show potential on ex-
pressions referring to participants, an important and unique
component of the meeting domain. A further analysis sug-
gests that communicative gestures provide both redundant
and complementary information, but further domain mod-
eling and world knowledge incorporation is required to take
full advantage of information that is complementary.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing—Linguistic Processing
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Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
As more and more multiparty meeting data becomes avail-

able, techniques to automatically process meetings to iden-
tify topics, summarize key points, and discover participant
opinions become increasingly important. To enable these
techniques, one fundamental aspect in automated meeting
processing is reference resolution, a process that identifies
what participants refer to with their linguistic referring ex-
pressions.

Previous work has investigated aspects of reference res-
olution in multiparty meetings [15], but mainly based on
linguistic features. Compared to written text, multiparty
meetings have several unique characteristics which bring new
implications to the reference resolution problem. In meet-
ings, participants engage in a multiparty conversation in a
shared physical space. This situatedness influences the form
of referring expressions, for example, by allowing partici-
pants to use non-verbal modalities such as hand gesture to
make reference to the shared environment [14], as shown in
the following excerpt:

A: “Why is that?”
B: “Because, um, based on what you’ve go- ev-
erybody’s saying, right, [gestures at Speaker D ]
you want something simple. You [gestures at
Speaker C ] want basic stuff and [gestures at Speaker
A] you want something that is easy to use. Speech
recognition might not be the simplest thing.”

In this example, speaker B utters the pronoun you three
times, each time referring to a different participant. In order
to make their intention clear, the speaker gestures towards
the intended participant concurrently with the utterance of
you. The use of gesture allows the listeners to interpret the
speaker’s intent unambiguously.

In this work, we examine the prevalence and distribution
of gesture in a multiparty meeting setting and its potential
role in meeting understanding. In particular, we investigate
the role of gesture in coreference identification, an important
subtask of reference resolution. This work focuses on two
questions: (1) what signals can distinguish communicative
gestures that can potentially help coreference identification
from non-communicative gestures; and (2) in what ways can
communicative gestures help coreference identification.

Our empirical results show that the length of gesture pro-
duction is highly indicative of whether a gesture is commu-
nicative and potentially helpful in language understanding.
Our experiments on the automated identification of corefer-



ring expressions indicate that while the incorporation of sim-
ple gesture features does not improve overall performance,
it does show potential on expressions referring to partici-
pants, an important and unique component of the meeting
domain. A further analysis suggests that communicative
gestures provide both redundant and complementary infor-
mation, but further domain modeling and world knowledge
incorporation is required to take full advantage of informa-
tion that is complementary.

In the following sections, we present the dataset and give
an analysis of the distribution of gestures and referring ex-
pressions. We then attempt to identify which gestures can
potentially facilitate language understanding and are thus
considered communicative. Once we have separated out
those gestures that are communicative, we explore their role
in improving the performance on the coreference identifica-
tion task.

2. RELATED WORK
The availability of corpora such as the AMI Meeting Cor-

pus [19], the ICSI meeting Corpus [11], and the VACE Mul-
timodal Meeting Corpus [4] have increased research interest
in the multiparty meeting domain. Several meeting projects
have included the use and analysis of multimodal informa-
tion, e.g. video or pen input. This has primarily been used
for tracking focus of attention [21], multimodal speaker iden-
tification [22] and tracking [2].

Various studies have analyzed multi-party interactions from
a discourse-based perspective. These have mostly concen-
trated on specific isolated tasks, e.g. the annotation and
automatic detection of dialogue acts in meetings [6, 1], or
topic segmentation [10]. More comprehensive ontologies for
multiparty communication have also been proposed [17].

Despite the growing body of interest in multiparty data,
the reference resolution problem has yet to be fully explored
in multiparty settings. Recent work has examined aspects
of the pronoun resolution task, such as the resolution of the
pronoun you [9] or of particular demonstratives [15]. How-
ever, previous work did not incorporate gesture or informa-
tion from modalities other than speech. The use of hand
gesture features in the coreference task has been studied
by Eisenstein and Davis [7, 8] using data from lecture-style
monologues.

3. AMI DATA
The AMI Meeting Corpus is a large, publicly available

corpus of multiparty design meetings. It provides speech
transcriptions as well as data from several other sources,
such as the projected slides, writings on the whiteboard,
and notes taken by participants. Annotations are provided
for several other modalities, such as focus of attention and
hand and head gestures. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the
video of a meeting provided in the corpus.

In our current investigation, we selected 6 AMI meeting
segments for use as our data set. Three of these segments
(AMI meeting IDs IS1008a, IS1008b, and TS3005a) were an-
alyzed in our initial analysis step to better understand the
distribution of the data. These three segments were kept as
training data for our coreference evaluation, while the three
unexamined segments (AMI meeting IDs IS1008c, IS1008d,
ES2008a) were used as testing. Each meeting segment was
20-40 minutes in length and contained one full meeting be-

Figure 1: The AMI Meeting Corpus

tween four participants. The style of each meeting was simi-
lar; all meeting segments contained design meetings in which
participants designed a theoretical television remote control.
Each meeting participant had a predefined role as either a
project manager, marketing expert, industrial designer, or
user interface designer. All six segments included manually
annotated gesture information, which we utilized in our in-
vestigation.

The AMI corpus divides gestures broadly into 2 types:
communicative and non-communicative gestures1. Commu-
nicative gestures are those that potentially carry some use-
ful information in relation to the discourse, such as pointing
gestures. Conversely, non-communicative gestures are those
not thought to add relevant information to the discourse,
such as beats or fiddling idly with objects.

Communicative gestures were further subdivided into three
categories: pointing gestures, interacting gestures, and other
gestures. Pointing gestures are a common communicative
gesture in which participants highlight a certain object by
gesturing towards it. Interaction gestures include such things
as picking up or reaching for an object. All other gestures
that are intended to communicate information are put in
the other communicative gesture category. This includes
gestures such as mimicking the shape of an object in the air,
or emblematic gestures such as the “ok” sign.

We examined a small sample of 242 gestures and 1790 re-
ferring expressions from 3 AMI meetings segments for a pre-
liminary analysis. The distribution of gestures is shown in
Figure 2. Non-communicative gestures accounted for about
half of all gestures made. Of those that were communica-
tive, the majority were pointing gestures, which were split
evenly between pointing at other participants and at inani-
mate objects. Interacting and other communicative gestures
accounted for a relatively small portion of gestures produced.

This distribution gives us several insights relevant to un-
derstanding the role of gesture in multiparty meetings. First,
the high number of non-communicative gestures suggests
that some analysis to distinguish communicative gestures
from non-communicative gestures may be necessary. This
would include the analysis of both the form of the gesture

1The AMI annotations also contain a third gesture type,
gestures that were off camera and thus have unknown intent.
These were not considered in this study.



Figure 2: Distribution of Gestures

Figure 3: Distribution of Entity Types

produced and the surrounding linguistic context in order to
determine the likelihood that the gesture carries information
relevant to the discourse. We investigate this by looking at
the classification problem of determining whether a gesture
is communicative.

Secondly, Figure 2 suggests that the primary focus for
communicative gesture analysis should be on pointing ges-
tures, as they are more prevalent. We explore the role of
pointing communicative gestures on coreference identifica-
tion in Section 5.

In order to analyze the distribution of referring expres-
sions, we examined how often real entities were mentioned
in the text, as well as the distribution of entities themselves.
Following the conventions set by the ACE information ex-
traction evaluation2, we call the real world objects that are
referred to entities and the linguistic expressions from the
text that refer to them mentions. We separated entities
and their corresponding mentions into four distinct types:
participants, physical, non-present, and abstract. The dis-
tribution of unique entities and mentions in our data set is
shown in Figure 3.

Participants include not only each individual person present
at the meeting, but also every combination of two or more
individuals. The participant type is unique to dialogue, and
has thus received less study than types that are present on
written text. In multiparty meetings, understanding which
participants are being referred to is a key aspect necessary

2http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/ace/

to the understanding of the entire meeting. Because par-
ticipants are present in the local environment and can be
referred to extra-linguistically, gesture information has the
potential to improve resolution of participant references.

Physical entities are those entities that have a physical
presence in the local environment. This includes objects
such as laptops and pens, but also less concrete physical
objects such as pictures on projected slides or drawings on
the whiteboard. Although participants are also physically
present, they represent a special case of physical entity and
were thus examined separately. These entities are important
because they may reflect the topic of discussion. As with
participants, physical entities can be referenced and kept
salient by extra-linguistic cues, such as a pointing gesture.

Non-present entities are those entities that have or could
have a physical presence, but do not appear in the local en-
vironment. This includes all entities that would be consid-
ered physical if they were present in the local environment,
including non-present persons. Hypothetical entities that
would have a physical presence are also considered to be non-
present entities. For instance, in the design meeting setting
of the AMI corpus, it is understood by the meeting partici-
pants that the object being designed has physical properties
associated with it, even though it only exists hypothetically.
Non-present entities differ from physical entities in that they
cannot be referred to by most extra-linguistic means, such as
pointing gestures. However, certain gestures, such as mim-
icking the shape of an object in the air, may be used to
reference non-present entities.

Abstract entities are complex entities without a physical
presence. Examples include“the cost to produce a product”,
“the goal of the meeting”, or “the market in which a product
is to be sold”. Abstract entities are often hard for refer-
ence resolution systems to deal with and are often missed
completely, in part because they are commonly expressed in
forms other than noun phrases [3]. As with non-present enti-
ties, abstract entities have no physical presence in the local
environment and thus could not be the target of pointing
gestures.

Given the nature of pointing gestures, our hypothesis is
that communicative gestures will be more likely to accom-
pany mentions of the participant and physical types. Anal-
ysis of alignment between gestures and referring expressions
seems to support this hypothesis. 38% of mentions to physi-
cal entities and 24% of mentions to participants occurred
within 5 seconds of a communicative gesture. For non-
present and abstract mentions, the percentages are only 9%
and 17%, respectively. However, as illustrated in Figure 3,
the physical and participant types make up less than half of
all mentions and entities, limiting the effectiveness of gesture
data. The relatively low number of mentions to physical en-
tities may be due in part to the nature of the data. Because
the data we examined was from design meetings, much of
the focus of the discussion was on a hypothetical object,
the object under design. Further study of other datasets
is needed to understand if the distribution we observed is
indicative of general multiparty meeting settings.

The distributions in Tables 2 and 3 suggest that the par-
ticipant type requires particular attention. Not only is it
more prevalent in our data than any other type, but half of
the pointing gestures in our data are to people. Because of
its central importance, a focused evaluation of the partici-
pant type is included in Section 5.



4. COMMUNICATIVE GESTURES
Although many hand gestures may be produced by par-

ticipants over the course of a meeting, not all are intended
to aid in comprehension. Some, such as beats, are simply
meant to add emphasis to the speaker’s words. If we wish to
utilize hand gestures to help coreference identification, the
system must first be able to separate these instances from
true communicative gestures. Therefore, our first task is to
identify what features can be used to distinguish commu-
nicative gestures from non-communicative gestures.

4.1 Methodology
We formulate the problem as a binary classification prob-

lem. A given gesture is a member of the positive class if it
is communicative, otherwise it is a member of the negative
class. We drew features from two main sources: linguistic
and gesture information.

Several linguistic features were considered. A few fea-
tures were based on co-occurring referring expressions. Ges-
tures were aligned with co-occurring expressions automati-
cally, using insight from previous studies. Previous work [18]
has suggested that the onset of gestures will come close to,
but before, the onset of the expression. As such, we chose
the closest noun phrase after the the onset of the gesture as
our aligned expression. From this we extracted the type of
the referring expression (either definite, indefinite, pronoun,
or demonstrative; each stored as a binary feature) and the
grammatical number (singular or plural).

One other linguistic feature unrelated to the aligned ex-
pression was used: the presence of disfluency in the speech.
Disfluencies were identified by looking for filler phrases such
as “um” and “er”. A disfluency was said to be present if one
of these phrases was uttered while the gesture was being
produced.

Only one gesture-based feature was used: the amount of
time spent producing the gesture. Gesture features were
purposely kept shallow in order to ensure that the methods
applied here would be applicable to automatically detected
gestures. Certainly other visual features from gestures can
be potentially helpful, but here we only focus on features
that are readily available from the AMI corpus. Our as-
sumption is that communicative gestures will be generally
short so as to correspond most directly to co-occurring ex-
pressions, while non-communicative gestures will likely be
longer, making gesture length an important feature.

4.2 Results
A total of six AMI meeting segments was used for evalua-

tion. Three meeting segments (described in Section 3) were
used for training and development, while the other three seg-
ments were used for testing. A logistic regression classifier
provided by the Weka toolkit3 was used for classification.

Configurations based on feature sets consisting of only
linguistic, only gestural, and all features were examined. A
majority class baseline was used for comparison. The results
are shown in Table 1.

While the incorporation of linguistic features showed a
large improvement over the baseline, the gesture length fea-
ture proved to be the most significant, showing even larger
gains when it was the only feature considered. Combining
the two feature sources did not result in a statistically sig-

3http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/

Accuracy
Baseline 50.4
Linguistic Features Only 68.4
Gesture Length Only 86.4
All Features 87.6

Table 1: Results of Classification of Communicative
and Non-communicative Gestures

nificant increase in performance over the the gesture length
feature alone. All other differences in Table 1 were signifi-
cant (p < 0.05).

These results show that the length of production is a pri-
mary difference between gestures that carry communicative
intent and those that do not. Communicative gestures of-
ten correspond to a referring expression or keyword that is
uttered concurrently, necessitating a concise gesture so as
to aid listeners with the alignment of gesture and phrase.
Furthermore, emblematic communicative gestures, such as
the “ok” sign, convey meaning relevant to the discourse, and
thus benefit from being timely and concise.

Conversely, the nature of non-communicative gestures makes
them more likely to have longer productions. While some
beats may be used to emphasize certain words or phrases,
they often accompany whole utterances or turns taken by a
speaker. Similarly, other non-communicative hand gestures
such as fiddling with objects or writing notes are also likely
to last longer than quick communicative gestures.

5. COREFERENCE IDENTIFICATION
Given a communicative gesture, our second task is to in-

vestigate whether the gesture is able to help interpret co-
occurring linguistic referring expressions in the discourse.
To facilitate this investigation, we manually annotated a
small dataset of 3261 noun phrases from six AMI meet-
ing segment transcripts4. Referring expressions were man-
ually annotated with referents by two human annotators.
Non-referential noun phrases were not considered. Inter-
annotator agreement was acceptably high, κ = 0.80.

The coreference identification task is to identify whether
two referring expressions corefer to each other. This is mod-
eled as a pairwise classification task which makes a binary
decision about whether each pair of NPs in the text are
coreferential. This is a very important first step for corefer-
ence resolution, which identifies a chain of expressions that
refer to the same entity [20].

In our experiments, we specifically examine pointing ges-
tures to the exclusion of all other gestures. This choice stems
largely from annotation limitations; we restrict ourselves to
gestures that have an intended target, as this gives insight
into its intent. Although interaction gestures may also have
targets, AMI annotations did not specify what they were.
Other communicative gestures, such as using the hands to
mimic the shape of an object in the air, may not have a
physical target at all.

5.1 Features
We applied a diverse set of features drawn from text, di-

alogue, and gesture information.

4The annotated data is available at
http://links.cse.msu.edu:8000/AMIrefdata



Text Features
Gender MATCH if the two mentions agree in gender, NOMATCH if they don’t, UNKNOWN if not deter-

minable
Number TRUE if mentions agree in number, FALSE otherwise
Phrase Match TRUE if mentions have the same surface text
Substring TRUE if one mention’s surface text is a substring of the other’s
Apposition TRUE if the two mentions exist in an apposition relationship
Mention Types Features representing the type of each mention; either definite, indefinite, demonstrative, or pronoun
NP-Distance The distance between the two mentions in NPs
Time-Distance The distance between the two mentions in seconds

Dialogue Features
Speaker Features representing the speaker of each mention (1 per mention)
Is-I TRUE if the mention is a form of the pronoun “I”
Is-you TRUE if the mention is a form of the pronoun “you”

Gesture Features
Gesture TRUE if gestures co-occurring with the mentions point to same entity, FALSE if they don’t, N/A

if one or both mentions do not have accompanying gesture

Table 2: Coreference Feature Set.

Text Features. Since the coreference resolution task has
been performed extensively on text, many different feature
sets have been experimented with. In this work we choose six
common textual features that are applicable to multiparty
meetings, as listed in Table 2. Our text features are straight-
forward applications of the feature as they have been applied
on text. One exception is the distance feature. While this
is often measured as distance in sentences, the free-flowing
nature of situated multiparty speech made it difficult to mea-
sure this accurately. Instead, we chose to measure relative
distance in two ways: (1) we count the number of noun
phrases between the two mentions and (2) the amount of
time that elapses between the two mentions.

It is worth pointing out that several other features, such
as alias features [20], have been explored in coreference res-
olution on text. We chose not to use these features because
they are not applicable to spoken dialogue on multiparty
meeting data.

Dialogue Features. Jing et. al. [12] note the need for
speaker role identification when performing coreference in
two-party dialogues. Since the pronoun I generally refers to
the speaker, some knowledge of speaker identity is needed.
Additional pronouns, such as you, also benefit from knowl-
edge of the speaker. Although you can often be trivially
resolved in two-party dialogue, it carries more ambiguity in
multiparty contexts.

We incorporated several conversational speech features
from Jing et. al., with slight modifications. Two speaker
features were used, representing the speaker of each men-
tion. Speakers were represented by their role in the meeting
(i.e., “user interface designer”). Each speaker feature had
four possible values, corresponding to the four participants
of the meeting.

The other two features, the is-I and is-You features, in-
dicate whether each of the mentions is in the form “I” or
“you”, respectively, since in dialogue the use of these expres-
sions directly relate to speakers and listeners.

Gesture Features. We included a single feature in order to
capture information from hand gesture. The gesture feature
indicates whether the targets of the two gestures that ac-
company the pair of mentions match. Modeling gesture this
way allows us to incorporate gesture without the additional
domain knowledge needed to map individual mentions to
physical entities (which are the targets of the gesture).

5.2 Empirical Results
Human annotators annotated all noun phrases from 6

AMI meeting segments with corresponding referents. Three
meeting segments (see Section 3) were used for training
and development, and the other three were used for testing.
Those noun phrases that occurred within a small time win-
dow around the time of the gesture’s production were con-
sidered co-occurring with that gesture. Previous psycholin-
guistic studies [13] have shown that the onset of the gesture
generally precedes the onset of the expression. Analysis on
our development data seems consistent with this finding;
on average, the onset of communicative gestures occurred
about one third of a second before the onset of the referring
expression.

We applied a decision tree classifier for the binary classi-
fication task. For the classification task, every referring ex-
pression in the text that co-occurred with a gesture was com-
pared to every other referring expression that co-occurred
with a gesture and a binary decision was made as to whether
the two referring expressions were coreferential. We re-
stricted our data set to those instances that co-occur with
gesture in order to focus on instances in which gestures have
the potential to help. Although more sophisticated models
have been shown to produce better results [5], we decided to
use a simpler and more transparent model in this investiga-
tion, to serve our goal of understanding the role of gesture
in coreference identification in multiparty meetings.

Since most referring expressions in the text are only coref-
erential with a few others, performing pairwise classification
results in unbalanced data. Specifically, there are far more
negative instances than positive. In our data, 95% of the
pairs examined were not coreferential, which is consistent
with previous work [16]. In order to not bias the classifier
towards the negative class, only a small subset of negative
examples were used in training to produce balanced data;
this is a standard step taken in coreference identification
[20, 16]. Because the number of pairs that do not corefer is
so high, a trivial majority class classifier will produce high
overall accuracy, while being completely useless for resolv-
ing coreference. As such, we use F-measure on the positive
class (predicting a pair as coreferential) as our performance
metric.

To examine the utility of gesture, two feature configura-
tions were run: one that included the gesture feature and



All Entity Types
Precision Recall F-measure

-Gesture 0.527 0.240 0.330
+Gesture 0.456 0.256 0.328

Participants Only
-Gesture 0.146 0.105 0.122
+Gesture 0.313 0.175 0.225

Table 3: Precision, Recall, and F-measure Results
for the Positive Class for Coreference Identification

one that did not. The results are shown in Table 3. Across
all entity types, the incorporation of the gesture feature did
not provide improvement over the text and dialogue features
alone. Inspection of the learned model shows that gesture
was not a significant feature, appearing only in the deepest
levels of the decision tree.

As we observed in Section 3, the participant type is the
most prevalent entity type in our data, and gestures towards
participants make up half of all communicative pointing ges-
tures. To examine the role of gesture on these important
instances, we further evaluate the subset of data that con-
sisted solely of participant instances. Results on the par-
ticipant type are shown in Table 3. Overall, the evaluation
with our set of linguistic and dialogue features (and even the
gesture feature) results in pretty poor performance. These
results are based on a limited number of instances (57 pos-
itive instance) available in our data. Although more data
is necessary to make it conclusive, the current results sug-
gest that the incorporation of the simple gesture feature can
potentially improve processing expressions referring to par-
ticipants.

The results in Table 3 suggest the ability of gesture to aid
in coreference identification is at least partially dependent on
the type of referring expression that gesture co-occurs with.
Because gestures target objects in the environment, they
are most helpful in cases in which the referring expression
also targets a physically present object, such as a meeting
participant.

It is worth noting that, because the gesture data used was
gold-standard manual annotations, these results represent
an upper bound on results in which gestures were automat-
ically determined. Our poor results when all entity types
are considered seem to suggest that gesture information is
largely redundant with other linguistic information. How-
ever, another explanation is possible: that the simple way in
which gesture was incorporated was insufficient to extract
any meaningful non-redundant information. This may be
due to a lack of domain knowledge or how the gesture infor-
mation was fused with dialogue information. To help further
understand these issues, we conducted additional analysis.

5.3 Analysis
In order to better understand the potential role of gesture

in coreference identification, we examined a subset of data
in which a mention was accompanied by a communicative
gesture. In the coreference identification task, our classifier
provides us with confidence values for each coreferential pair.
From these, we can rank the instances for any given mention
to obtain an N-best list of coreferential mentions. Using the
ground truth mapping from mentions to entities from our
annotations, we are able to produce an N-best list of po-

tential entities for each mention. We then examine whether
gesture information can help identify the correct referent for
the referring expression from the N-best list, via re-ranking.
Instead of being represented as part of the largely text-based
coreference task, gesture information is instead incorporated
at a later step to attempt to correct classification mistakes.

We examined N-Best lists for 172 instances where gestures
were aligned with referring expressions. Of these, 70 were
given the correct referent by text and dialogue information
alone, implying that the gesture information was redundant.
Of the remaining 102 cases, 59 provided complementary in-
formation, while the other 43 were unhelpful in resolving the
referent. However, only 21 of those with complementary in-
formation referred to the exact target of the gesture. While
the remaining 38 instances held complementary data, they
required additional domain knowledge to be useful.

The complementary information provided by gesture to
the co-occurring referring expressions can be split into two
broad categories: direct matches and partial matches. Di-
rect match instances represent those cases in which the ges-
tures are most clearly helpful; those in which the target of
the gesture corresponds to the same physical object being
referred to.

However, there are several instances where the gesture
does not directly match the referent of the expression, but
still provides information relevant to the expression. An
analysis of these instances in our data found that they fall
into 3 basic types: possessives, bridging, and target ambi-
guity.

Possessives are those instances in which a referring ex-
pression of the possessive form is used and the gesture refers
to the possessor. An example of this would be the expression
your laptop co-occurring with a gesture towards the laptop’s
owner. Although the gesture does not directly identify the
object that is referred to, it gives some additional informa-
tion (the object’s owner) and may be able to help identify
the object if domain knowledge is present. In our data, pos-
sessives are the least common type of partial match. This
type of complementary information appeared to be quite
rare; of the 38 referring expressions helped by partial match
instances, only one was a possessive.

Bridging instances are those in which the gesture is made
towards an object that is a representative of the referring ex-
pression. Often, the objects referred to by the gesture and
expression are in a part-whole relationship. An example of
this would be gesturing towards a member of the market-
ing team while referring to the marketing team as a whole.
As with possessives, bridging gestures have the potential to
provide useful information, but may require domain knowl-
edge to do so. Fifteen examples of bridging were observed
in our data.

The third type of potentially helpful gesture are those that
suffer from target ambiguity. In these cases, the target of the
gesture is too general to directly identify the object that is
referred to. An example of this is reference to an object
drawn on the whiteboard co-occurring with a gesture whose
target is the whiteboard itself. In this case, the target of the
gesture is not specific enough to identify the exact referent.
Although these instances may be seen as a limitation to
the annotation schema, they represent a real problem in
gesture analysis; it may be implausible that the target of
the gesture can be identified exactly due to limitations of
gesture recognition and the dynamic nature of the meeting



setting (from changing of slides and writing and erasing of
whiteboards). Target ambiguity was the most prevalent type
of partial information encountered, with 22 instances in our
data.

The relatively small number of instances in which gesture
data is able to provide help beyond the discourse level sug-
gests that a large portion of the information provided by
gesture may be redundant. However, as greater levels of
domain knowledge become available, the role of gesture in-
formation expands. Although further analysis is needed to
draw a confident conclusion, our analysis suggests that incor-
porating gesture information into coreference identification
tasks may require domain modeling and world knowledge.
Additionally, because our data set was small, it is likely that
the three types of partial matches identified here represent
only a subset of ways in which gesture could provide partial
information.

6. DISCUSSION
There are two issues related to our current investigation

that could impact the findings from this work. The first
issue is the amount of domain modeling performed. This
had the most direct impact on our method of incorporating
gesture data into our experiments.

We chose to incorporate gesture as a single feature, rep-
resenting whether the gestures that accompanied a pair of
referring expressions had the same target. This method of
incorporation was very simple, and may not have accounted
for all of the relevant information the gesture could offer. For
instance, the gesture feature was only relevant if both refer-
ring expressions in the text had an accompanying gesture,
significantly reducing the number of cases in which gesture
could potentially help. Most significantly, the exact target
of the gesture was not considered.

Our choice to use this type of incorporation stems from a
conscious effort to examine the role of gesture without mod-
eling the domain. In order to associate gesture targets with
mentions from the text, we must be able to link these men-
tions to the physical objects that an entity represents. In
order to do so, we must have some model of each physical
object in the environment. This requires us to do exten-
sive modeling of a dynamic domain. Since participants are
continually changing projected slides and drawing and eras-
ing whiteboard images, new objects that can be gestured
towards are entering and leaving the domain regularly. Be-
cause this would require keeping a constantly updating com-
putationally expensive model of the domain, we felt that
such incorporation was impractical.

However, much of the analysis presented herein seems to
suggest that extensive modeling may be necessary for ges-
ture incorporation to be fruitful. Our analysis of partial
match cases in Section 5.3 suggests that meeting partici-
pants use pointing gestures for more than just pointing to
the exact referent of their expression, and they count on lis-
teners to use their world knowledge to handle these more
complex gestures. For instance, bridging references count
on listeners’ ability to resolve the part-whole relationship
using general world and semantic knowledge, while posses-
sive instances rely on the listeners’ knowledge of the cur-
rent domain and of the other participants. These instances
present a challenge to the successful incorporation of ges-
ture, but have the potential to provide performance gains if
overcome.

The second issue to be addressed is the data. We observed
two key factors of gesture usage in our data that limited its
utility. One of these issues is that much of the gesture infor-
mation is unnecessary, as the particular cases that gesture
could potentially help can already be resolved by text and di-
alogue features alone. While this redundancy suggests that
gesture information may not be required to correctly resolve
these references, it still has the potential to aid in reinforcing
the correct referent.

The other usage issue encountered in our corpus was poor
coverage. In the data examined, the number of commu-
nicative pointing gestures produced is only around 6% of
the number of referring expressions. Since each gesture is
aligned with at most one expression, the low coverage of
gesture equates to a limit on the performance gains possible
from gesture incorporation.

It is not clear from our study if issues with redundancy and
coverage are common factors of gesture usage in multiparty
meetings as a whole, or are unique to the AMI corpus or this
type of design meeting. It may be that the design meeting
setting of the AMI corpus is less friendly towards the usage
of gesture than other meeting settings, and future work is
needed to explore this issue. However, no other comparable
dataset is currently available.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This work presents an empirical investigation of hand ges-

ture behavior relative to referring expression usage in mul-
tiparty meeting data. It first explores the task of under-
standing which aspects of a gesture’s production and the
surrounding linguistic context suggest that the gesture is
communicative and can be potentially useful for language
processing. It was shown that while examining the linguis-
tic context does lead to above baseline performance, the
most indicative feature for understanding whether the ges-
ture is meant to be communicative was the length of the
gesture presentation. In particular, communicative gestures
tend to have significantly shorter presentations than non-
communicative gestures (as defined by the AMI corpus).

Understanding that a gesture is defined as communica-
tive does not guarantee that this gesture will be helpful
in coreference identification. We explored this fact by in-
vestigating the role of gesture in coreference identification.
Our initial attempt at incorporating gesture as a simple fea-
ture showed no improvement over a feature set that did
not include gesture information when all entity types were
considered. However, gesture incorporation did appear to
aid in identification of coreference on entities of the par-
ticipant type, an entity type that our analysis showed was
both prevalent in our data and often gestured towards. To
understand whether the lack of overall improvement arose
from poor incorporation or redundancy, we performed a fur-
ther analysis of those mentions that had an accompanying
gesture.

Our further analysis suggested that while much of the in-
formation provided by the gesture was redundant, in sev-
eral instances gesture data was seen to provide correct an-
swers where text and dialogue data could not. Many of
these complementary instances involved gestures interact-
ing with referring expressions in more complex ways than a
simple direct match. We identified three common potential
uses of hand gesture data: possessives, bridging, and tar-
get ambiguity. In order to utilize gesture in these instances,



more extensive domain modeling is necessary. Our future
work will investigate how to incorporate domain knowledge
within these three directions to help resolve linguistic refer-
ring expressions.
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